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Issue 009 May 2021
Welcome to the May edition of your community
newsletter, which is even longer than last month’s
edition.
Please spread the word to neighbours - they can
either receive it straight to their inbox, or
download it from the village website www.Scarning.Info, but please also consider
printing copies of the newsletter for anyone
without internet access. Thank you.

Some of þe content inside
your community newsletter
(Click an item to go to the page)
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With Lockdown gradually being eased it’s
heartening to see life starting to return to
normality with village events starting to take place
again, the first of which is a Plant & Cake Sale
which is taking place on Sat 1st May in aid of the
Church.
Scarning Bowls Club is starting the new season
with an away match at Swanton Morley, with
many more matches in the following weeks. The
Village Events page on the website has all their
matches, along with details of the Club.
Both playing fields in the village have been spruced
up, with the Shipdham Lane area looking
particularly good. With the lighter evenings and
warmer weather, it’s the perfect opportunity to get
some exercise and meet some friendly faces.
A wonderful initiative is being organised by the
Johnson family on Welden Road - the Scarning
Super Sunflower Show-Off! Hopefully we can
feature some of the plants grown by the children of
Scarning (& adults!) in due course.
If you’ve got a garden or veg plot, you’ve probably
spent a lot of time tending and enjoying it over the
past few months. So, why not show it off to your
friends and neighbours in the Open Gardens Day
on June 27th. If you can’t open your garden,
perhaps you could send some photos to the Beacon
instead - a sunny corner, or your favourite plant
maybe, for Scarning Scenes next month.

All Enquiries - 07836 675858
ScarningBeacon@Gmail.Com
www.Scarning.Info

The Scarning Beacon is supported by Scarning Parish Council.
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Scarning Info
carning has had a village website for over 12 years
and it has always carried a wealth of useful
information about our village.

S

It has now had a major revamp, partly to reflect the
look and style of the Scarning Beacon newsletter, but
also to add new exciting features.
The Home page now includes up-to-date news and
information from Scarning, and also the BBC UK
news.There is even the local weather forecast and the
most recent Instagram photo.
The upcoming Events panel shows brief details of
what’s happening in our village in the next few days.
You can view full details of all the upcoming events
on the main Village Events page, which has times,
locations & contact details - very handy when you
want to find out about last minute changes to the
Street Food! It also includes events from Scarning
School. You can also request for events to be added to
the village calendar. Not sure if it’s the green or black
bin to put out? - just check the Events!

There is also the usual Contacts & Links section
which has a vast array of useful links to other
websites and local businesses.
As lockdown is gradually eased, more and more
events and activities will start to take place within
Scarning again, so your village website is the place to
visit to ensure you’re not missing out.
Scarning.Info does what it says on the tin - it’s a
website for information about Scarning, but it’s also a
permanent work-in-progress. There will constantly be
more information added, with regular news and
events added along with other updates. So, please let
us know of anything that could be added or changed,
particularly of village events, plus any errors or
inaccuracies.
Mail@Scarning.Info

www.Scarning.Info

longside the revamped Scarning Info website,
there is also an Instagram page, and a Facebook
group - both called Scarning Community, plus the
increasingly popular Nextdoor network.

A

All three platforms are for all of the residents of
Scarning - as an ideal way to share ideas, tips and
news on life in our lovely village with your friends
and neighbours.

There are separate pages for many of the major
organisations within the village and also the various
clubs and activities which take place, from allotments
to walks & cycleways and wildlife.
There is a live feed from Scarning School’s Twitter
account, so you can see what the children (and
teachers!) have been up to…
The rich and varied history of Scarning is also
reflected in the various History sections, which will be
a growing resource of fascinating information from
the past.

F
Please look these up and follow/join them, as this is
where any changes in Scarning events and news will
be published in between these monthly newsletters.
If you find that a month is too long to go for your fix
of Scarning news, then Scarning Community,
Nextdoor and of course Scarning Info, are definitely
the places to visit!

There is a Scrapbook section where some of the
regular pages from the Beacon will be archived,
including the Cookery Corner recipes.

“A true music lover is a man who hears a beautiful
woman singing in the bath, and puts his ear to the
keyhole.”
Brian Kay

27Apr 2021
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Advertising
We have now started
accepting adverts.
100% of all advertising fees will
be donated to local charities.
(See the A2C article on Page 8)
So, if you are a local business,
you really should place an advert
- not only will you be reaching
your customers, but you’ll also
be helping worthy causes.
What’s not to like?!!
ScarningBeacon@Gmail.Com

27Apr 2021
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Verse and Worse
Flowers
Spring arrives and with its warmth
The snowdrops break through first.
Crocus and bluebells on display.
Blue and white - a lovely contrast.
Daffodils burst through the soil
And wait for the sun to greet them.
All at once there's a sea of yellow
Forming nature's diadem.
Tulips follow close behind A sea of perfect splendour.
A multitude of colour here,
To see and to remember.
The seasons move on so fast
And now the perennial border.
Hydrangeas pink and blue and cream
Everything in good order.
Foxgloves sway gently in the breeze,
A peel of bells from every stem.
Sunflowers and hollyhocks oversee
The contrast of colours between them.
Lavender bushes with their heady fragrance,
Add to the perfect array.
Lobelia tumbles from the baskets.
Begonias and geraniums complete the array.

carning
S
Parish Council
A new outdoor table tennis table has been
installed at the Shipdham Lane playing field,
and the zip wire and swings have all been
refurbished. We intend to install a second
table tennis table at the Blackthorn Drive
play area in due course, and the damaged
rower has now been replaced as promised last
month.
To help reduce the litter within Scarning we
have a number of litter-pickers for residents
to use to keep their area clean. Please contact
the Clerk if you’d like one.
The next Council meeting will be online at
7.30pm on May 5th. This is earlier in the
month than usual but is due to a bizarre
government ruling that we must return to
physical meetings after May 6th, despite the
obvious Covid-19 social distancing
contradictions! Anyone is welcome to attend,
so please just let the Clerk know.

ScarningClerk@BTInternet.Com
www.ScarningPC.Info
01362 687492

Librar y

A carpet of purple aubretia
Provides cover where there's room.
Bushes of pink and red roses
Provide a sweet perfume.
Hostas burst from the flower pots.
We'll need to check them closely.
Slugs and snails are keen on the leaves
On which they feed ferociously.

H

Autumn sees the changing colours
As green turns into gold.
A perfect sight for all to see,
As the weather suddenly turns cold.

Mayfair 10.25-10.40
School Plain 16.35-17.05

ooray....the library service is up and running
again! The mobile library van will be coming to
Scarning on Tuesday 4th May and we now have 2
stops in the village -

All covid precautions will be in
place, so don't forget your mask
alongside your library card.

Frank Foreman
01362 687082
fforeman4@sky.com

They carry a reasonable selection of books for
borrowing, you can also return books, and if you
wanted to order specific titles from any library, they
will bring these out for collection as well.
27Apr 2021
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his month, let’s have a look at another of
Scarning’s old pubs, this time at the far western
edge of the parish. It is The Spring Cottage and it
was on the bend of the former A47 just before you
get into Wendling. It is marked on an 1846 Tithe map
as ‘Public House & Gardens’. This was once the
turnpike road, with tolls payable, and the address of
Spring Cottage was 2, Turnpike. I don’t have a date
for the photo but I don’t suppose it changed very
much over the years. It’s gone now, though there is a
modern house there called Spring Cottage, and the
field on the right hand side before you get to it is
known as Spring Field, so the name lives on.

T

was reprimanded by the magistrates and ordered to
pay costs of 12s for opening his house for the sale of
beer before 12.30 pm on the previous Sunday. His
successor, Robert Capps, also infringed the law and
was fined 9s with 11s costs for ‘having house open
during divine service’ in March 1857. He was in
trouble again on 1st June 1859 for ‘allowing
drunkenness in his house’ on 24th May, and four of
his customers, James Haines, Richard Toliday, John
Barnes and Henry Farrer were all fined for their
drunken behaviour.
You may have wondered why I chose the title
‘Preserve your Memories’ for this series of pieces.
Now I think about it, you probably haven’t, but
nonetheless there was something specific in my mind
and I’ll touch on it now. This is that the taking, and
printing, of apparently mundane photos creates a
valuable record for future generations. This month’s
picture of Spring Cottage is a fine example. We are
taking more photos, mainly with our phones, than at
any time in history and yet their very ubiquity and
the fact that almost all of them remain in ‘the cloud’
may result in them disappearing in the future. I
would like to develop this idea in more detail next
month as I feel it is worth some thought.
Tim Farnham
07831 106246
Tim@FarnhamFarms.Co.UK

In its earlier days The Spring Cottage was an
alehouse or beerhouse, which meant that it wasn’t
licensed to sell wine and spirits. It is listed as having
been supplied by the Swaffham Brewery and then
Steward and Patteson, until its closure on 6th
February 1963. It had a full licence from 1939.
Whilst the landladies of alehouses would be there to
serve beer during the day, and may well have brewed
their own on the premises in earlier times, the
landlord would frequently have another occupation
as his day job, so that a huge trade in the pub wasn’t
essential financially. This is one reason why a small
community like Scarning was able to support so
many public houses. Another, in Scarning’s case, was
its position along the main road. Or maybe our
forbears just drank a lot of beer!
Some of our forbears certainly seemed keen on their
ale, and in April 1854 the landlord, Robert Haines,
27Apr 2021
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Food
VANS

The
Dirty
Donkey

reckland Council have started to require food
vans to have a Street Consent (“licence”) to sell
food on streets and public land, which affects us in
Scarning. The Consent costs £408 and is only
applicable to Breckland, which makes it unaffordable
for some of the vans visiting us from outside
Breckland.

B

However, selling food for pre-orders only doesn’t
require the Consent. Selling food on private land
doesn’t require the Consent either. The garage is
private land, by very kind permission of Roger Long,
so the Consent requirement doesn’t apply there, but
it does on the playing field, which is public land. To
make it even more complicated, some food vans
need to be sited on the playing field if they require
electricity or water supplies.
So, some vans will be able to accept walk-ups, and
some will only be able to accept pre-orders. Some
vans will be on the playing field and some will be at
the garage - confused?!!!
Full details are on the village website’s Events
calendar, but also keep an eye on the various social
media pages.
IB the Chippy will be at the trailer garage every
Wednesday evening. Ian likes coming here and says
what a friendly bunch he is meeting, and is getting to
know his regular faces too.
Also, during May we have Broadside Pizza at the
garage, Saturday 15th, and this is a turn up and order
event. The only advance notice they ask for is if
anyone needs a gluten free base, as this is made by
request only.
Then, this is followed by Khushee on Saturday 29th
on the playing field, with their vegan curries and
expanding menu. Again, just a turn up and order
evening.
Thank you for all the support you are giving these
small businesses, it is only by them doing well on
their visits to us that they are willing to return
another time.
27Apr 2021

ScarningBeacon@Gmail.Com

Pub
Quiz

1. Catalina Island is off the coast of which
cherubic mega city?
2. What is the more common name for
araucaria?
3. Which was the first British football club to
win a European trophy?
4. What historic event took place on 15
March 44BC?
5. In which Kenny Rogers’ song would you
find the “Gatlin boys”?
6. Who was the commander of the Stingray
in the 1960s TV series?
7. In which London Park would you find the
Serpentine?
8. Along which lane did Puff the Magic
Dragon play?
9. Misogamy is a dislike of what?
10. What does an icthyophage do?
11. What was the title of the Beatles’ second
film?
12. What kind of ‘apes’ live on the rock of
Gibraltar?
13. Name two of the four men since 1945 who
have lost four Wimbledon Singles finals
14. Which strong metal is composed mainly of
iron and carbon?
15. If this and that and that and this is 24 and
that is half of this, what is that?
16. Which British rider has won 30 stages in
the Tour de France?
17. In 1967, who was the Minister of
Transport responsible for introducing the
breathalyser?
18. A ‘blessing’ is the collective noun for which
fabled creature?
19. Who was the first footballer to be
knighted?
20. What bizarre new tax did Henry VIII
introduce in 1535?
And finally – Where should you go on Saturday
1st May 2021?
Click here to go to the answers on Page 13
www.Scarning.Info
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Behind
The Bit

half tonne animals, and need them and us and anyone
else around to feel safe. Horses have incredible
eyesight but do not see things as we do as their eyes
are on the side of their head, so they can see behind
them. They have a “blind spot” both front and back,
which is why when you go to stroke their face, they
may pull their head back.

Why do horse riders…?
i, I am sure most of you will have seen me riding
my horses around Scarning and surrounding
villages.
I have owned and ridden horses for the last 33 years.
I was a late starter and although always horse mad,
did not learn to ride until the age of 29. That was it I was hooked!

H

Horse riding is
one of the most
popular sports,
it is second to
swimming for
exercising all
the muscle
groups in the
human body.
Umm!!! And
you thought we
were just
sitting there!
Horse owners
are no longer
the “elite” they are usually
owners like
myself who work hard to afford their hobby, which is
more of a way of life. They do without holidays,
new clothes, or new cars so their horse can have
feed, vet’s attention when needed etc., They are
certainly not a cheap hobby, but they are a lovely
worthwhile addiction.
There are 1.8 million riders in the UK and 374,000
horse owning households in Britain. So, there are a
lot of us about, but why do we do certain things?
Hopefully these articles will give an insight and
understanding into things which riders seem to do
what may seem stupid things to other people,
especially other road users.
Firstly, to understand why horses do what they do, it
is necessary to know a little bit about them.
Horses are a “flight” animal, and will nearly always
flee from anything they perceive as dangerous. As
owners it is our task to try and ensure they are as safe
as possible to take out, for our own safety and others’
safety.

Horses have incredible hearing too, so that is why
you will suddenly see a horse prick its ears and lift
its head and look into the distance. It has either
heard or seen something we haven’t.
We have to remember, we are riding an animal which
can think for itself, and can be frightened, despite all
our best efforts to train them. They will still jump at
some time or another, or do something we would
rather they didn’t.
This is why we
sometimes ask drivers to
slow down, which is
usually the rider putting
their right arm out and
moving it up and down.
Those of you who are
old enough will
remember this as the
“slowing down” signal
for drivers. There are
now moves by the
British Horse Society to
try and get this recognised as a signal to be aware of
when around horse riders.
Did you know that a horse's brain can, and will, think
far quicker than you can hit the brakes? They have
been recorded by satellite at moving sideways at 53
mph. If you are passing them at 60mph that is a
collision that no one is going to come out of well.
That’s why we respectfully ask drivers to pass WIDE
(no less than 2 metres) and SLOW (no more than
15mph). It is for their safety as well as ours.
Once the driver has passed respectfully, it’s only
polite that the rider thanks them. I always try to do
this by giving a wave, or if for some reason I cannot
take my hands off the reins, a nod and smile.
With all this going on we take them onto the road.
Why…?
So, in the next month’s episode I cover why we ride
on the road. (Perhaps we could call the article “Mane
Road”, or perhaps not! - Ed.)

As owners we build an incredible bond with these

Sandra Owen
07833 636250
sandmead@gmail.com

27Apr 2021
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A2C
Advertising

To

Litter

Charity

he charity with the most votes during April was
St Martins, so thank you to everyone who
emailed in their preference. Here is the choice for
this month, so please continue to send in your
nominations to ScarningBeacon@Gmail.com

T

East Anglia Children's Hospice
This charity supports families and cares for children
and young people with life threatening conditions
across Cambridgeshire, Essex, Norfolk and Suffolk.
They can provide specialist nursing care, short
breaks, counselling and end of life care, either in the
Norfolk hospice at Framingham Earl, or in the
community.
Priscilla Bacon Lodge
The current Priscilla Bacon Lodge was established
40 years ago, and now money is being raised to build
a new Priscilla Bacon Hospice. This will meet the
ever-increasing demand for inpatient beds as well as
day and respite care. The new hospice will be built
on a semi-rural site close to the N&N hospital and
will have the very best facilities for patients and for
supporting their loved ones through bereavement.
Great Ormond Street Hospital
Great Ormond Street Hospital (GOSH) is one of the
world's leading children's hospitals, and since its
formation in 1852, the hospital has been dedicated to
children’s healthcare and to finding new and better
ways to treat childhood illnesses. Every year, the
hospital aims to raise about £100 million to remain at
the forefront of paediatric medicine. This covers
rebuilding and refurbishment, support for families
and children, research into children's health and
funding lifesaving medical equipment.

k
c
i
P

Free Litter Pickers
nfortunately, litter remains a problem throughout
U
the parish. In a perfect world there would be no
need to clear litter from our streets and paths. But
this is not a perfect world. The Parish Council does
what it can. For instance, we recently laid on two
litter picks that covered the whole parish from Daffy
Green to Draytonhall Lane. We are helped by
volunteers who give up their own time to keep our
neighbourhoods clean.

If you would like to help, we have a number of litter
pickers available for free so you can keep them at
home to use whenever you’re walking in Scarning.
Some of these were kindly donated by our Breckland
councillor, Paul Hewett. In addition, the Parish
Council bought pickers of its own for residents to
use.
If you would like to help, please contact the parish
clerk - scarningclerk@btinternet.com or 01362
687492.
Nick Hartley

So, three medical charities this month. We are
reminded how stretched the NHS is, so make sure
your preferred charity gets this month's donation
from The Beacon.
So, don't forget to vote with your nomination by
emailing ScarningBeacon@Gmail.Com

Do you do create your own
artwork or crafts?
If so, we’d be delighted to include your
handiwork on these pages.
A few words and some photos are all we need.
So, don’t be shy, let us know!
27Apr 2021
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Scarnin
g
Tennis
he Spring Term has been a busy one here at
Scarning Pre School as the nationwide return to
school in March saw an increased number of our
children also returning to the setting. It was
wonderful to see the children again and they
certainly seemed happy to be back, playing with the
adults and their friends again.

T

oth the tennis courts at the playing field on
Shipdham Lane have had a face lift recently,
which has all been paid for by the former tennis club,
and overseen by a long standing enthusiastic player,
Charles Armstrong. Both courts have been
professionally cleaned, and one court has been colour
painted and had a new net fitted. Both courts have
then had the white lines re-done, and there’s some
wind shields too, so it’s all looking spanking new!

B

The painting of the surface will help to protect the
court surface from the elements, such as the sun, rain
and ice. It improves the grip for the players (reducing
chance of falling over and picking up injuries). It
also helps reduce any glare.
The courts can be hired by the hour for £5 by
contacting Pam and Richard Cole on 07375 077807,
or by collecting a key from 1 Hall Cottages,
Dereham Road, (opposite the church).
There are also friendly Free Community
Sessions twice a week, which are held on Thursday
evenings between 18.00-20.00 and Sunday mornings
between 10.00-12.00. If you are new to the area or
want to get back into tennis, learn from scratch or
aspire to be better, or maybe you are a decent player
already, all will be very welcome.

The children have enjoyed looking out for signs of
spring around the setting. We have spring flowers
appearing in our new garden area and if we listen
very carefully when out in the garden, we can hear
sheep and lambs bleating in the nearby fields.
Over the Easter period we ran two competitions to
raise funds for the setting. A ‘Name the Bunny’ and
Easter Egg colouring competition which many of our
families generously supported.

Some participants
worry at first that
they might not be
good enough but
these anxieties are
quickly dissipated.
All you need is a
racquet and some
balls. We have a
mix of age groups,
though children
under the age of 16
will need to be
accompanied by an
adult. There is also a WhatsApp network for players
to keep in touch and arrange friendly games between
the Free Sessions.

Emma Dawson
Deputy Manager
01362 699360
office@scarningpreschool.co.uk

Clare Jones
07889 077396
ScarningTennis@Gmail.Com

27Apr 2021
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In normal times we have several exhibitions
throughout the year. There is nothing more rewarding
than creating a piece of artwork and then selling it to
an appreciative visitor. We hope to be exhibiting at
Bawdeswell Garden Centre during the May Bank
Holiday from 29 to 31 May this year, so fingers
crossed the exhibition can go ahead. Do come along
and see for yourself what Scarning Art Club has to
offer. We have also been invited to take part in St
Withburga’s Festival at St Nicholas Church, Dereham
in July. More details to follow.
th

he Club has a monthly challenge for members. In
February we had a picture of the Atlas Mountains
in Morocco, taken by Jacquie, our resident bird
expert, whilst on a birding trip. Alwyn came up with
this dramatic version. In March the challenge was
spring and Christine produced this charming ‘Hen and
Chicks’

T

FEBRUARY CHALLENGE

st

Meanwhile here are two more examples of work done
by Club members.
Scarning Water
Meadows by Jane

MARCH CHALLENGE

This month’s challenge is Easter, so plenty of scope
there. We look forward to seeing what ideas our
Members come up with. If you’re a bit ‘arty’ why not
have a go yourself!

Minnie by
Veronica

A lot of professional artists have visited the Club over
the years bringing with them a wealth of knowledge,
knowhow and techniques which we can all learn
from.

We also hold an annual quiz so how good is your
knowledge?
1)

Who painted The Scream?

2)

Where is the Mona Lisa to be found?

3)
Who designed the Sainsbury Centre in
Norwich?
Answers in next month’s issue.
Here popular local artist and bird man Steve Cale is
showing us the finer points of pigs!

Mike 01362 652935
Jacquie 01362 697783
mike@mdeward.co.uk

27Apr 2021
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Scarning
Church

Churchwarden’s report

ith Easter came the resumption of services at
W
Scarning and the spring. In fact our first service
was for Palm Sunday, which is the Sunday before
Easter Day and the start of Holy Week. During Holy
Week there is an evening service called Compline,
which this year was on the Wednesday. It is always a
beautiful and reflective occasion. Easter Sunday
morning was sunny and as we are still not allowed
group singing inside the church the rector led us
outside at the end and we sang two hymns in the
fresh air. One of them was sung to the tune of ‘The
Drunken Sailor’, which many people will be familiar
with. It was somewhat incongruous to my ear but fun
to sing and we belted it out with gusto.
Services now continue weekly at their normal time of
11.15. We have some very talented people soloing
the hymns for us and we have been enjoying
listening [and looking forward to being able to join
in]. We continue to observe social distancing, mask
wearing and hand sanitisation. Do join us if you can.
On Saturday 1st May we have a Plant and Cake Sale
outside the church [see the poster elsewhere in this
newsletter]. Please come along for garden plants,
wonderful home-made cakes, second hand books and
DVDs etc. The stalls will be well spaced. If poor
weather forces us indoors it will be held in the
church, where there is still plenty of room to space
out the stalls, but masks would be needed. The sale
runs from 10.00 am to 2.00 pm.
Last month I wrote about our appeal for the work
needing to be done on the trees in the churchyard.
The appeal is still running and details for making
donations are below. The work we need to do is in
two parts, some of which is straightforward work on
the lime trees near the gate at the top of Chapel Lane
and on two holm oaks near the boundary with
Scarning Hall. This will cost £540.
More serious is the beautiful holm oak to the north of
the church. There is a vertical crack in the trunk
where it forks and if nothing is done this may
eventually result in the tree splitting in half. The
option which the PCC has chosen to take is to reduce
the crown to lessen the stress on the trunk. This
would be repeated in three years time. It would give
us the best chance of saving the tree, but at an initial
cost of almost £1000.

Please help us to save this tree

income from service collections, coffee mornings
and other fundraisers has been vastly reduced.
You can give by cash, cheque, bank transfer or
online, and the details are below. Alternatively you
could come to our Plant & Cake Sale on Saturday
1st May and make a donation that way, or come
along to a Sunday service and tell one of the
churchwardens that you would like to make a gift to
help with the tree work. Thank you.
Donations by cheque [to ‘Scarning PCC’] to the
PCC Treasurer:
Mrs. Heather Hewson
Borrowdale
Coach Lane
Scarning
NR19 2PQ
Please contact Heather on 01362 693401 if you
would like to pay by bank transfer. Heather will also
be able to provide a form if you would like Gift Aid
to be claimed on your donation.
Online donations can be made by going to:
https://www.dioceseofnorwich.org/donate/?id=2436

So the tree work needing to be done this year is
going to cost around £1500, and we still have our
normal overheads and running costs for keeping the
church open and functioning at a time when our

Tim Farnham
Tim@FarnhamFarms.Co.UK
07831 106246
DerehamAndDistrictTeam.Org.UK

27Apr 2021
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Through The
Garden Gate
ello
Gardeners,
I’m not suggesting
you take part in
World Wide
Naked Gardening
Day, as I’m sure
you are all as busy
as bees, although,
a rain dance would
be acceptable, but
fully clothed
please.

H

Hopefully, by
now, May is
bringing much
needed warmth
and sunshine. As I write in the middle of April, rain
has not been too forthcoming!!! Both these elements,
as gardeners, we take for granted, but as a gardener,
we all know these don’t always fall at the right time.
So this makes looking after the newly planted plants
a big watering job to add to the list, alongside
watering newly sown lawns, newly planted trees and
shrubs.

As it is getting warmer we can now start to
acclimatise our tender plants, bringing them out of
their winter hiding places. Keep your fleeces handy
just in case the temperature plummets.
Those container plants now need much watering and
feeding, especially if your plant has been in the same
container for a long time. It doesn’t hurt to replace
the compost every few years, if you don’t have a pot
bigger to pot on with.
My sweet peas are planted out and working their way
up the cane frame in the vegetable garden. I grow
lots of these and some will be in the main garden too,
all in pastel colours. May will be the time to prune
early flowering clematis, immediately after they have
flowered. Just a tidy up, removing damaged pieces
and a snip to a nearest bud or healthy shoot.
Early flowering shrubs also benefit from careful
pruning. Lilac should be pruned before the flowers
have faded, as next years buds appear quickly after
the flower has died.
Weigela and Philadelphia are good to prune after
they have flowered. A tidy up is generally the way I
go, but, every couple of years I will prune hard. I will
get fewer flowers the following year, but my shrub
will benefit by this and be stronger.
Last year Hubby made me an Auricula Theatre to
house my small collection. They are stunning, and
despite being a small delicate plant, the flowers are a
picture in all varying colours, with pretty faces. I
took care to keep them out of the rain and direct sun,
and they have made it through the winter. Just look at
these gems.

May, and the daffodils have nearly finished their
early floral display along with the hyacinths. Now is
the time to dead-head them, in order for the bulbs to
become energised for next year. Leave the leaves to
die back naturally. Tulips - as these finish they are
easy to dead head as they just snap off.
Fresh, new growth is now in abundance on our trees
and shrubs. Life is poking through the soil of all
those hardy perennials and bulbs, ready to put on a
real show. I love this time of year for that freshness
of colour, the lime greens of the Philadelphia ’Goldy’
and ‘Golden’ varieties, and the newness of the
Golden Hop. These combined with the early blue
flowering clematis is a colour combination I really
like.

Calling All Gardeners! - there will be a Scarning
Open Gardens day on Sunday June 27th.

If you're lucky and got away without any frost
damage during April, May will bring you vibrant
deep reds in the new growth on some chosen roses.
Leaves are uncurling and buds are appearing, to give
a spectacular performance in the coming months.

Please see the separate article on the following page.

27Apr 2021
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Corinne Steward
07881 691899
CorinneASteward@Gmail.Com
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Scarning
Open
Gardens
Calling all budding Monty Dons (and keen green
fingered villagers)!

H

ave you spent more time gardening during the
last year and are proud of your “patch”?

Scarning will be hosting a day of Open Gardens on
Sunday June 27th, where villagers can buy a ticket
and visit any/all of the participating gardens in one
day. This has been done in the past, raising money
for the church funds, and now could be a good year
to do it again as all our gardens have had so much
attention lately.

The
Dirty
Donkey

Pub
Quiz
Click here to go to the
questions on Page 6

1.
2.
3.

You don’t have to have anything on a grand scale, or
packed with wildly exotic plants. We’d like a variety
as we're always attracted to the opposite of what
we’ve got! I certainly don’t know the names of most
of the plants in my garden
This is something which we could do safely outdoors
and all for a good cause, what’s not to like.
If you feel inspired, email The Beacon for more
details. We’d love to hear from you whether you
have a postage stamp or an allotment, or are new to
gardening. All are very welcome.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Los Angeles
Monkey puzzle tree
Tottenham Hotspur – 1963 European Cup
Winners Cup
Assassination of Julius Caesar
Coward of the County
Troy Tempest
Hyde Park
The cherry lane
Marriage
Eats fish
Help
Barbary Apes – but more correctly
Barbary Macaques
Ken Rosewall, Boris Becker, Jimmy
Connors, Roger Federer
Steel
4 (this is 8)
Mark Cavendish
Barbara Castle
Unicorn – also a marvel or a glory
Stanley Matthews in 1965
A beard tax – the Russian emperor Peter
the Great followed suit at the end of the
17th century.

Corinne Steward
07881 691899
CorinneASteward@Gmail.Com

And finally – To the Plant & Cake Sale at
Scarning Church, of course!

27Apr 2021
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Scarning
Super
Sunflower
Show Off!

In total this year we will
have given away 422
sunflower saplings and
maybe next year we might
do even more. We wanted
to do something for the
community that might
brighten everyone’s spirits
during these uncertain
times and if our
sunflowers can do that
then that’s our mission
complete!

e started giving away sunflowers last year
during the first lockdown and gave away over
150 over a 2 week period, so we thought this year we
would give it another go.

W

Last year our
daughter, Darcy
would see a
sunflower and
would ask if it was
one of the ones we
gave away so my
husband came up
with the idea of the
Facebook page for
people to put their
photos on so we
could show our
daughter, fingers
crossed we'll get to
see lots of the
sunflowers fully
grown.
Facebook - Scarning Super Sunflower Show Off
We didn't expect so many people to be this interested
in the sunflowers this year as many people are back
to work and aren't walking past our drive on their
daily exercise so I popped a picture up on Facebook
and within 5 hours 136 sunflowers were collected
and a dozen donated to our local school.
We planted more
seeds and 10 days
later we have another
250+ to give away,
all of the sunflowers
are in peat pots and
my husband, Lewis
has hand whittled
and sanded all of the
sticks. We painted
them (in the words of our daughter) "the colours of
the rainbow so they make people happy".
27Apr 2021
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Dani Johnson
11 Welden Road, NR19 2UB
burtondk@hotmail.co.uk
What a wonderful idea from Dani and her family!
If you’re growing some of these sunflowers, we
would be delighted to include news and photos of
how your plants are growing in future newsletters.
Perhaps we could have a competition to find who
grew the tallest plant…!
www.Scarning.Info
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The Mystery of Spoonbridge and St Botolph’s
Chapel - Part One
o locate the site of St Botolph’s Chapel we need
to know where Spoonbridge is, and when I
started this quest nobody seemed to know!

T

Thie previous photo shows the bridge over the drain
which goes under both the new and old main roads,
in the neglected layby to the west of the Oak Grove.
In centuries past this must have been a ford before
being bridged, and named Spoonbridge. The origins
of the name “Spoonbridge” are unknown however.

Spoonbridge is mentioned in records and some, from
the reign of Edward III, 1351 to be exact, make
mention of both these mysterious constructions:
Thomas, son of Baldwin, gave lands at the church,
the house called Stubbes, and lands called
Sponesbrugge.
Ralph, son of Peter, gave them his meadow between
the chapel of St. Butolph and Sponesbergh.
Later, the chapel appears again in wills of various
Scarning worthies during the 16th century:
Will of Thomas Hoo of Hengham, dated 8 April,
1516. to the fraternite or gilde of Saynt Bothulph in
Skernyng6s. 8d. or a cowe at the discretion of his
executors.
Will of John Sekker of Skernynge, dated 3 July, 1519,
contains bequests, with others, to St. Botulphe
chapel, to St. Petyrs gilde.
In the Terrier, or list, of Glebe lands and tithes of
1747, there is reference to Poor Land, which still
remains as part of the Scarning charities:
“Lands belonging to the poor of the parish church of
Scarning, one piece of Meadow contg about 4 acres
abutting upon the Kings Highway leading from
Scarning Church to Spoonbridge on the South &
upon the Lands of Eliz. Batch towards the North
upon a piece of Land called Hollcraft on the East
and the Lands of several persons on the West now in
the Occupy of Matt*. Sherret at the yearly rent of
50s.”

Spoonbridge

Finally, an 18th century
record notes “one acre at
Spoonbridge” – possibly
this is Ralph’s medieval
meadow.
Following scrutiny of
several maps and using the
clues given above, the site
of Spoonbridge appears to
be found… and it became
very evident following a
recent visit to the village!
27Apr 2021
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Having located Spoonbridge, the next question is the
location of St Botolph’s Chapel!
To be continued next month…
Andy Eagle
AndrewEagle@Hotmail.Co.UK
07719 508669
www.Scarning.Info
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Scarning
Church

Team Rector’s report

Released - soon!
here are 40 days between Easter and Ascension,
the day Jesus ascended to heaven. During those
days the risen Lord spent time with his remaining
disciples teaching and preparing them for his
departure and the coming of the Holy Spirit. In
John’s Gospel we read of the disciples being ‘locked
in for fear of the Jews’ and it is into that room of
gloom Jesus
appears. Soon
their fearful
self-imposed
imprisonment
would end.
No longer
would they be
people who
were anxious
and
frightened,
but disciples
empowered
by the Holy
Spirit who
would become
bold
proclaimers of
the
resurrection of Jesus and the new life he promised
for all who believe. It is some transformation. It is
the risen Jesus that prepares them.

T

I find it rather symbolic that the 17th of May, the day
‘step three relaxation’ rules come into force falls
(dependent on infection rates), exactly between
Ascension Day (Thursday 13th) and the Day of
Pentecost (Sunday 23rd).
Just before Jesus ascended, he told the disciples to
‘stay in the city until you have received power from
high’ (Luke 24.49). They had to wait, not quite
under a full lockdown, but with travel restrictions.
Then on the Day of Pentecost everything changed.
The Holy Spirit came as promised and the disciples
became people of confidence and power. Peter
preached a simple sermon that connected with his
listeners and, ‘those who accepted his message were
baptised, about three thousand were added to their
number that day’ (Acts 2. 41). It was the day the
church was born.
27Apr 2021
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We all know about the lockdowns that have become
part of our lives for over a year. Physically,
emotionally and spirituality we have been affected.
We understand the physical restrictions of who we
can meet, the wearing of masks, and the keeping
distances. We are aware of our emotional needs and
the many things that have impacted upon us: the
funerals limited by number; the children, or
grandchildren we have yet to meet; the elderly parent
in a care home cut off for too long; the worry over
work and finance. Then there is the spiritual
lockdown. That sense of lostness, isolation, an
uncertainty of who we are and where we fit in; a
sense of God and yet a void; a desire for meaning
and purpose and an uncertainty of where to find
answers. When St Augustine wrote, ‘you have made
us for yourself, and
our hearts find no
rest until we rest in
you’, it came from
his own experience
of searching and
then finding.
Why not join us for
our benefice
service on
Ascension Day at
St Nicholas’
Church in
Dereham at
7.00pm and then
join us in one of
the churches on the
Day of Pentecost,
you will be made
most welcome.
O God our Father,
you invite us to pray,
and you grant what we ask,
when we ask according to your will.
Hear me as I tremble in this darkness,
and stretch forth your hand to me.
Shine your light before me.
Recall me from my wanderings.
With you as my Guide,
restore me to myself and to you;
through Jesus Christ. Amen.
Source: Augustine of Hippo
Rev Paul Cubitt
Team Rector
01362 694107
RevPCubitt@BTInternet.Com
DerehamAndDistrictTeam.Org.UK

www.Scarning.Info
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Rally Around
My Last Rally
lthough I didn’t know it at the time the Trackrod
Rally in N. Yorks 2007 was my last event. We
had spent the whole year competing in the British
Historic Rally Championship with some decent
results. The events ranged from Welsh forestry
events on lovely fast flowing gravel tracks to the
wilds of Kielder Forest with its huge ditches. The
tight twisty closed public roads of the Isle of Mann
with whole towns closed for us to drive through,
thousands of spectators and the fast closed public
roads of Passchendaele in Belgium. This was
probably my best season at the top level and we were
lying 2nd in the top class as we prepared for the last
event of the season.

A

Mark, my engineer, had stripped the car of its tarmac
spec suspension and fitted fresh forest springs etc
ready for the fast tracks in Dalby forest and just the
weekend before the event I had tried the car and was
psyched up for the rally. We lay 4 points behind
Craig Salter who had an identical Mk1 Escort, his
co-driver Preston Ayres had been a rival for 40 years,
and we had always enjoyed trying to beat each other.
All I needed to do was finish one place in front of
Craig to win our section of the National
Championship. We could not have prepared more
thoroughly.
Imagine, then, my horror when Mark rang me at
home early on Thursday morning. His workshop in
North Walsham had been broken into on Wednesday
night. His service van had been stolen along with my
24 Minilite alloy wheels, spare suspension, gearbox,
exhaust and many other components. Fortunately the
thieves had not taken my valuable (£50/60,000) car
or the other customer car in the building as they were
both raised on ramps. We were devastated, left with
no van, no wheels and a huge bill to replace
everything before the event on Saturday. Word
quickly spread throughout the close knit rallying
fraternity. We were due in Pickering on Friday night
for scrutineering! Were our year long efforts to be
dashed?
Rallying is a friendly sport and within a few hours a
rival competitor who was not doing the event offered
his van and spares, even volunteering to drive up to
Norfolk to collect our car and trailer and then drive
on to Yorkshire. The firm who make suspension for
these specialised cars delivered a brand new set of
suspension and fittings and even more wonderful was
27Apr 2021
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that Craig, our rival for the Championship, lent me 6
wheels as did 2 other rivals. By Friday morning we
had everything we needed. You would not get that
response in championship motor racing!
We arrived at our hotel that Friday night really
determined to give it our all the next day. We knew
the classic Yorkshire stages well, we had all the tyres
we needed fitted on our borrowed wheels. A pair of
rear tyres last just 25 miles on one of these powerful
cars, pushing 248 bhp through skinny 6” wheels,
destroying them very quickly. Fronts last for no more
than 50 miles before the grip runs out.
We started the event the next morning and on the first
stage dropped 4 seconds to Craig, despite driving to
the best of my ability. Another 3 seconds were lost
on a long 12 mile Dalby stage and with just one short
stage remaining before the lunch halt I took a big
brave pill and took 6 seconds back. My brother
looked at me after that stage and said “why couldn’t
you drive like that all the time! “We went into the
afternoon stages just 1 second behind Craig and
Preston. The cars start each stage at one minute
intervals and were were running 2 minutes behind
them so had a chance to chat before each stage,
friendly banter with a steely determination from us
both. No pressure!
We went into the final stage needing to beat Craig by
4 seconds to win, I was convinced we could do it. I
had driven that 9 mile stage at least a dozen times
over my years in the sport, Chris had the pace notes
down to a tee and we had fresh tyres all round. We
were absolutely on it, and I drove my heart out,
braking as late as possible, throwing the car into the
curves sideways to ensure I could be on the throttle
early, using every inch of the road and ditches,
hooking a front wheel into the ditch to pull us round.
Then 2 miles from the end, I left my braking just a
couple of yards too late and slid wide off the clean
hard surface onto the loose gravel on the outside of
the bend and the wheels spun furiously, struggling
for traction, losing forward momentum.
We arrived at the stage finish, Craig and Preston
were waiting to see our time and before we came to a
halt Preston raised his fist in the air. He had been
looking over the marshal’s shoulder at the clock. 3
seconds after a season long battle, 3 seconds is what
they beat us by, 3 seconds after 9 events and about
1000 competitive miles. Still it was a good party at
the finish. And that is why the rear wheels on my car
in the pic were blue, they were Craig’s wheels!!
Neil Parsons
07860 663678
e11snp@icloud.com
www.Scarning.Info
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Walthamstow
What’s In A Name?
he established names Podmore, Daffy Green,
Scarning Dale. Hillcrest etc. are well established
but the boundaries are rather vague. When we look at
old maps we see that names of places are often
placed in a convenient position to one side or other
of the actual location. Early maps show the tollgate
for the Turnpike was at the bottom of Swaffham Hill
where Rushmeadow Road meets Dereham Road.

T

Little Scarning or Scarning Parva - the area
between the end of Drayton Hall Lane, Grange Road
and Rushmeadow Road to the north still has some of
the oldest buildings in the village, many dating from
the late 18th century. The centre of the village has
been called Old Scarning for many years so perhaps
that should stay the same. So what should this part be
called? How about Little Scarning or Scarning Parva
which does seem grander but perhaps takes a nod
from the history of the teaching of Latin and Greek at
the school in years gone by?
Scarning Parva, as a name is nothing new. The name
though not the location is mentioned in the Common
Land act of 1765 which was mentioned in the article
by Andy Eagle in the April edition of the ‘Beacon’

This portion of the Tithe map (of around 1840)
shows the Grange to the West, School Farm and the
School in the centre, New Inn lane houses and
cottages and then Vale Farm and Chestnut Farm to
the East. A map of today would show the houses on
School Plain but no others to the north of Dereham
Road. To the south now lie Hope Springs and St
Margarets at the end of Grange Road, Scarning
Lodge opposite the School and the small estate,
Kestrel Close, opposite Chestnut Farm.

To get the ball rolling here are my suggestions for
some parts of the village:
Scarning Tollgate - from Parish boundary to the
junction of Rushmeadow Road and Dereham Road
Drayton Hall Estate - the area to the east of Drayton
Hall Lane between Dereham Road and the A47
Rushmeadow - the area to the north from New Inn
Lane to the bottom of Swaffham Hill
27Apr 2021
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Are there any other suggestions of names for
different areas of Scarning? I’d be delighted to hear
your ideas.
Richard Allan
richard@richardallan.net
My husband purchased a world map and
handed me a dart, saying “Throw this and
wherever it lands is where I’ll take you for a
holiday when this pandemic is over.”
Turns out that we’re spending two weeks
behind the fridge.
www.Scarning.Info
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The early transistors were low power devices with
poor performance at high frequencies so their use in
domestic radios was confined to portables covering
the medium and long wavebands. To listen to the
better quality broadcasts on FM a valve radio was
needed, such as this Bush VHF81 which had LW/
MW and VHF wavebands using miniature valves.
Radio sets of the 1960s - Part One
he 1960s was a period of optimism after the dark
days of the previous decade; it was a time of
innovation, as well as cultural and technical change.
There was growth in British fashion, cinema and
popular music. The Beatles and The Rolling Stones
were at the height of their popularity and so the
decade became known as the ‘Swinging Sixties’. The
unemployment rate was at a record low, people
became better off and many bought cars and other
consumer goods. It was also the decade that saw the
first man in space, ending with the first man on the
moon and, as every one knows, the one in which
England won the Football World Cup. The
phenomenal growth in the pop music industry caused
manufacturers to quickly move to making record
players and cheap radios to satisfy a new market
fuelled by record producers and pirate radio stations
such as Radio Caroline. Many radios were imported
from Japan and Hong Kong but UK manufacturers
also jumped on the bandwagon.

T

Electronically, this was the start of the transistor age
- it was the time when I made my first transistor
radio in a plastic sandwich box purchased from
Woolworths using just four transistors. Then
compare that with the latest iPhone which has nearly
12 billion! That radio has long since been dismantled
but these are some of my transistors from this period.

The following is an interesting snippet from the
operating instructions:
Transistors may be expected, under normal
operating conditions, to have a much longer life than
valves. If, however a transistor should need be
replaced, this must be done by your dealer.
Transistors cannot be plugged in like valves and for
the purposes of servicing they must be treated in the
same way as other components.

Sanyo model 6L-P4N
This is one of the earliest
Sanyo Transistor radios
sold in the UK. When
new in 1962 it cost
£17.0s.0d including
purchase tax. Today, this
would be in the region of
£350.
27Apr 2021

To cater for the portable market Bush produced this
TR82B Seven Transistor LW/MW radio where the
internal construction is very similar to that used for
valve radios of the time. Like many transistor radios
of this era it has a socket for a car aerial in the back
panel.

More about the 1960s next month…
Richard Allan
Radio@RichardsRadios.Co.UK
www.RichardsRadios.Co.UK
ScarningBeacon@Gmail.Com
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SCARNING 🔔
BELL RINGERS
pril saw the death of HRH the Duke of
Edinburgh, who reached his 100th year if not
quite his 100th birthday. It will not have been a
surprise to anyone that plans for the death of a senior
member of the royal family were already in place,
and had of course been modified since the start of the
pandemic.

A

A small part of that is the ringing of bells all over the
country, and as soon as we had the news of Prince
Philip’s death we rang the tenor bell to mark his
passing, repeating it at 8 o’clock that evening. In
normal circumstances we would have rung all six
bells half-muffled for the funeral but of course these
aren’t normal circumstances. The ringing of bells
half-muffled, in other words with a leather cup fixed
over one side of the clapper to dampen the tone,
sounds beautiful in such circumstances and very
fitting for a sad and solemn occasion.

keeping with the advice we are all getting from the
government we are taking a cautious approach rather
than seeing what we can get away with, but we hope
over the coming weeks to return to regular ringing,
though possibly on three bells only. It still looks
hopeful that we will be able to return to normal
ringing for services and maybe even re-start our
practice evenings towards the end of June.
The other thing worth mentioning this month is that
we have ordered a set of new ropes for the bells,
which we should have in time for the resumption of
ringing. Bell ropes are a wearing item and don’t last
forever, but it’s not just any old rope and
consequently when the time comes it’s a big expense.
But all being well the new set will last us for many
years.
Tim Farnham
07831 106246
Tim@FarnhamFarms.Co.UK
ScarningBellRingers

Coffee Morning
egrettably, Coffee Mornings continue to remain
on hold for the foreseeable future.

R

A reminder that there is a selection of books/DVDs
in the Church, together with an honesty box for
anyone who is interested - all proceeds to Scarning
Church.
Saturday 1st May 2021
In the event we rang the tenor only, half-muffled, on
the Saturday of the funeral, starting from when the
coffin was timed to leave Windsor Castle on a
Landrover and finishing immediately before the
minute’s silence at 3 o’clock.
We also rang the bells for Easter Sunday, the most
important day of the year in the Christian calendar. It
was just three bells, to allow for a 2 metre spacing
between ringers, and only for fifteen minutes, but
those of us who rang enjoyed doing so again after a
gap of several months.

There will be a Plant & Cake Sale plus books,
vegetables, jams etc. in front of the Church on
Saturday 1st May between 10.00 am - 2.00 pm so
please come along and treat yourself to some
summer plants, long awaited cakes and maybe a
book or two. Should the weather be inclement we
will move things under cover. Social distancing and
masks will be adhered to on this occasion.
If anyone is able to contribute by baking a cake
please let me know.
All funds raised will be for Scarning Church.

The skill, once learned, doesn’t leave you but the
fitness certainly does, as well as the callouses which
stop your hands becoming sore from the ropes. In

Tricia Foreman
01362 687082
FForeman4@Sky.Com

27Apr 2021
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Your Village Hall
he Trust continues to follow Government’s
guidelines and legislation with regard to
COVID-19 and the Hall remains closed for the
foreseeable future.

T
May Day
got to wondering if there were any recipes
associated with May Day, but could find very few.
In Greece and Turkey, they enjoy some very sticky
cakes and in some rural regions of France they drink
milk straight from the cow’s udder!!!

I

So, my thoughts progressed to May Day customs.
There don’t seem any particularly in Norfolk but of
course in England generally we have Morris
Dancing, Dancing round the Maypole and the May
Queen.
I was brought up in a mining village in the Lothians
of Scotland. May Day was called Labour Day and
was always a welcome holiday. I remember going
with my father on a double decker bus (a real
adventure in those days) into Holyrood Park in
Edinburgh where the
miners took part in a
procession alongside
the village brass
bands with their
union banners, and
there was a funfair
for the kids.

Work on the upgrade to the kitchen/toilets is
progressing well.
With the Government’s publicised “Roadmap”
and gradual easing of restrictions and the eventual
completion of the refurbishment of the Hall ongoing throughout lockdown - we are beginning
to see some light at the end of the tunnel and, as
soon as we are able and in a position to open our
doors once more, we will look forward to
welcoming back our valued customers.
We will continue to keep you updated.
The Trustees wish you well.
Contacts:
Bookings:

Nick Hartley
01362 687492
NickLouise.Hartley@BTInternet.Com

Secretary:

Donna Wales
07514 343708
D_Wales@Sky.Com

The village was
called Newtongrange and housed the biggest Scottish
Colliery at the time. It was called the Lady Victoria
(now home to the National Mining Museum if you
are ever that way). The village was a Gothenburg
village (a movement started in Sweden). That meant
that all the proceeds from the Public House went
towards the provision of amenities for the village,
like the library, swimming pool etc.) The pub itself
was lacking in comforts to discourage the men from
staying too long!!)
When I was a student in Edinburgh 1963-1966, we
used to get up at the crack of dawn on May Day and
climb to the top of Arthur’s Seat (an extinct volcano
in the middle of the city) to wash our faces in the
morning dew. It is supposed to keep you beautiful!!
I still do it in my Scarning garden - I am not so sure
about the beauty, but I like to keep up the tradition.
Liz Taylor
elzbieta9@gmx.co.uk
27Apr 2021
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Embedded Antiques
he Grange in Scarning was built, or rather rebuilt, by Mr. Christopher Girling at the end of the
eighteenth century. When you walk up the aisle of
the Parish Church, you walk over his grave, and the
graves of his wife and son. According to Nick
Hartley’s authoritative book on Scarning, which I
strongly recommend, Christopher Girling bought the
property in 1793 and then rebuilt the house. There is
no exact record, but it seems likely the current house
was finished in the late 1790’s.

T

My wife and I bought it in December 1997. It soon
became clear that parts of the roof were in urgent
need of repair. Several of the original Welsh slates
had already been replaced, and in many places, the
exposed timber of the soffit and fascia had decayed.
The picture below shows the new soffit and fascia
boards, after removal of the rotten timber, and before
the new slates were installed.
It was our roofer
who helpfully
remarked that the
old ‘hand-forged
nails’ were of
historical interest.
So I removed as
many of them as I
could from the rotten timber, soaked them in naval
jelly, and coated them with a protective lacquer.
Tapered screws had already been invented by the end
of 18th century, but hand-forged square nails (which
were actually rectangular) were still commonly used
for joinery. The photo below shows a collection of
hand-forged nails retrieved from the roof timbers (in
this case, bound together by magnets). I assume the
nails were forged by a blacksmith in Dereham.

As you can see in the photo, I have placed many of
the nails in a display case. My family think I am
barmy. If a guest shows any interest in the nails, he
or she is then in danger of being shown another
curiosity, the old light switches from the stables. I
remember from my childhood the satisfying click of
an authentic switch, made of brass or bakelite. It is
good to experience again that reassuring click. (I
have checked on the internet, and there is indeed a
market for this kind of item.)

Finally, I am reminded that a kind amateur metal
detector from Dereham asked our permission back in
2005 to check the land around the Grange. He found
several antique coins, and kindly presented us with 4
pennies from the reigns of George III and George IV
in a tasteful frame:

As noted by Nick Hartley, the Grange was built in
the 1790’s on the site of an older building. The metal
detector also unearthed older coins, dating back to
the reigns of Elizabeth I and William III, which must
support that story of an earlier dwelling.
It must have been a relatively serious misfortune to
lose three farthings in the reign of Elisabeth I, or to
lose sixpence in the reign of William III. We cannot
know who suffered those losses, but they deserve our
sympathy.

My largest nail, shown in the collection below, is a
full 6 inches in length. It must have taken several
good strikes from a hammer to drive it home.

Michael Whitehead
miwhitehead@hotmail.com
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Beacon Abroad

their accommodation as blisters were affecting their
ability to walk. Wherever we stayed at night we were
having to stuff our boots with newspaper to help dry
them out. I found myself treating newly acquired
friends’ painful blisters each night and it was no
wonder some people were choosing to return home.
Nobody Has to Carry All of the Weight

Le Puy-en-Velay to St Jean Pied de Port
(continued from last month)
had chosen to start my journey mid May, when the
Iroute
weather in springtime is generally mild and the
is less busy, and nature is beginning to
blossom. Also, accommodation would be easier to
find. However, little did I know when I left Le Puyen-Velay that for the next six weeks, I would be
faced with snow and torrential rain almost on a daily
basis, with occasional days of sunshine which were
few and far between.
The rain made walking
hard going and quite
dangerous as the ground
had become a quagmire
of mud. Keeping a
foothold was hard to
maintain especially
when ascending and
descending mountainous
valley paths where streams of water poured down
into the valley basin. Walking was made all the
harder carrying a heavy back pack and being
cocooned inside my heavy hooded plastic poncho
which hung down below
my knees.
On one particular
occasion when walking
from St Privat- d'
Allier to Saugues, I
found myself slipping
and sliding down a
valley.

I saw a man come walking down a one-way track
his legs bent double from the weight on his back.
I said, 'hey mister can I help share your ache
cos nobody has to carry all of the weight'.
I saw a woman sitting by the water side
an ache in her heart, crying deep inside.
I said, 'hey sister do want to cross that devil's lake
cos nobody has to carry all of the weight.'
We get weighed down with desire, want and greed
but there's enough in this world to satisfy all need.
With a little bit of kindness and a bit of give and take
nobody has to carry all of the weight.
So, listen to me sisters and brothers too
if the weight on your back is bothering you,
listen to your body, what your heart and mind doth say
because nobody has to carry all of the weight.
I was lucky, apart from being cold and wet at times,
as I wasn't suffering from blisters or experiencing
pain, so it wasn't an option for me to consider
returning home. I decided to continue my adventure.
When the sun did come out it made me forget the
cold and rain, and it made the journey all the more
worth the going. I remember one particular morning
when the sun came out. I was looking back over
Aubrac from whence I had come. The view was
magically stunning. It looked like a mirage, a
spherical sky reflecting on the mist below the
mountain tops. It was so beautiful that words fail my
description.
To be continued…

Fortunately, if it wasn't for Hazel, (my trusted
walking stick) snagging on a tree who knows what
would have happened to me. I was later informed
that this valley path had to be closed due to the
unusually bad weather conditions making it quite
dangerous for walking. Fortunately, I only grazed my
hands and legs and tore my waterproof trousers.
Many of the people I met decided to give up
walking, choosing to return home prematurely. It was
extremely cold for the time of year and it was hard to
prevent your boots from becoming sodden wet
making it difficult to dry them out. Some people
developed serious foot blisters and walking in wet
boots wasn't helping. I would come across people in
so much pain due to blisters they couldn't put one
foot in front of the other. I found myself on several
occasions acting as a crutch to help people reach

Tom Thompson
07519 772312
Tom.Thompson9@Hotmail.Co.UK
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Curious Creatures
White Tree Frogs
hite Tree Frogs (also known as Dumpy Frogs),
can be found in the wild in Australia and
America, they are green in colour to help with
camouflage, and they can live for 2-5 years.

W

Like most frogs, their skin is delicate and porous, so
when handling you must wear latex gloves, and
handling should be done very gently as their skin can
easily be damaged.
These frogs are easy to look after once their tank is
set up. A minimum 10-gallon tank is suitable, but the
bigger the better. Tree Frogs are arboreal, spending
most of their time up trees. The height of the cage is
more important than the floor space, so a tall tank is
best. Climbing is essential for them, so provide a
variety of branches, live plants, or artificial
vegetation.

Snowflake Tree Frogs can be £50 each. They are
rarely available in pet shops as they are not the most
popular, however they are great fun to watch. Males
are very vocal so it's best not to have them in your
bedroom. Finding a breeder online is the best way to
source them, my seven came from a breeder in
Cambridge who keeps all his frogs out in a specially
set up greenhouse - it’s quite extraordinary to see so
many frogs in one place.
Emma Carter
07749 026220
EmmaCarter87@RocketMail.Com

Got Someþing
To Say?
Do you have an interesting hobby,
or do an unusual job?
Are you a keen photographer, or an artist?
Do you write poems or short stories?
Are you a member of a local club
or organisation?
Do you have some amusing anecdotes
or tall-tales to tell?
Do you have the knowledge to set a pub-quiz?
If so, we’d love for you to send us your
contributions - ScarningBeacon@Gmail.Com
The Scarning Beacon is your village newsletter,
and without your contributions it would be
nothing.

White Tree Frogs don't require any special heating,
unless it drops lower than 70 F in your home. They
are entirely nocturnal, so a uvb lighting system is
needed, also a humid environment which can be
achieved by misting the tank daily, and providing a
big bowl of water for the frogs to soak in, which
helps loosen their skin, as they continually shed their
skin every day. Soil is used as a base, so a basic
weekly clean out is needed, then every few months a
deep clean with fresh soil. No soap or chemicals
should be used to clean the tank.
White Tree Frogs are very good eaters and will eat
constantly if allowed. They will eat a variety of bugs
every other day, which must be dusted in calcium
powder to help maintain bone density.
These frogs tend to cost around £30 each, whilst
27Apr 2021
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Your village
needs you!
We need your ideas, contributions, adverts,
suggestions and general help...
So, if you’d like to help or be involved in future
editions of the Scarning Beacon, in any way, shape
or form, or to simply place an advert, please make
contact ScarningBeacon@Gmail.Com
07836 675858
www.Scarning.Info
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Scarning
Chris Farnham

Tim Farnham

Anne-Marie
Haskey

Keith Vargerson

Clare Jones
Chris Druce
Have you got a photo, a painting, a drawing or
anything else you’d like to see on this page?
How about something in your garden in
readiness for the Open Gardens Day on Sunday
June 27th?
We’d be delighted to show off your talents in the
village newsletter, so please send them to
ScarningBeacon@Gmail.Com

Rufous Bushchat
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Cookery
Corner
Leek and Potato Soup
am always looking for ways of using
what I have in the garden. At the
moment I am clearing the leek bed before
they all go to seed. At the same time I
want to use up some of last year’s potatoes
as they are chitting.

I

I have fresh chives and parsley and a Bay
tree near the door, so this recipe is perfect
for the time of year.

1 Tablesp. Butter
3 big leeks plus 3 cloves garlic chopped
1 and a half pounds of potatoes peeled and cut into
chunks
About 6 cups of stock—use vegetable or chicken
Some thyme and a bay leaf
1. Melt the butter in a large saucepan and fry
leeks and garlic until just golden
2. Add the potatoes, stock and seasonings
3. Simmer until the potatoes are soft.
4. Puree if you wish (take out the Bay leaf first)
or mash up for a rougher texture.
5. Garnish with chopped chives and/or parsley.
Cullen Skink (traditional recipe from Cullen, a
fishing village in the North East of Scotland)
If you want to make the leek and potato soup into
something more special do the following.
When the potatoes are almost cooked put in a big
fillet of smoked haddock (cut into chunks) and
simmer until cooked. Don’t puree the soup but stir in
a little cream for added richness. If you want to make
it into a special main course you can add a poached
egg as you serve each bowl.

Sloe Gin Fizz
f you made some sloe gin last autumn it is ready to
drink now, but you might think of sloe gin as only
being a wintry drink and not suitable for our
glorious May weather. However, here’s a lovely
summer cocktail to save having to wait until
December.

I

60ml
30ml
8ml

Sloe gin
Freshly squeezed lemon juice
Sugared water (to add sweetness if req.)
Soda water (to top up)
Lemon wedge & a mint sprig, to garnish

Pour the sloe gin, lemon juice and sugared water
into an ice-filled cocktail shaker. Shake well
together. Fill a tall glass with ice, strain in the gin
mix, then top up with soda water for the fizz.
Garnish with a wedge of lemon and a sprig of mint.
A simpler method is to substitute the soda water and
sugared water with lemonade, if you prefer a sweeter
drink.
You could also substitute the soda water with
Prosecco if you prefer a stronger drink.
I always knock on the fridge door before I
open it, in case there’s a salad dressing.

Garnish in the same way.

If you have any recipes for food or drink you’d
like to share with your neighbours, please send
them to us - ScarningBeacon@Gmail.Com.

Liz Taylor
elzbieta9@gmx.co.uk
27Apr 2021
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PuZzLeR
Times Squared
Fill each square in the grid with a number from 1-5.
When the numbers in each row are multiplied, you
should arrive at the number in the right-hand column.
When the numbers in each column are multiplied,
you should arrive at the number on the bottom line.
The numbers in each diagonal must produce the
numbers in the upper and lower right corners.

36

75

80

60

40
72
40
180
25
300

(Click here for the answers on the last page)
A chap arrives at the optician's just as they
were closing and asks for an eye test.
Optician: What's that big yellow thing up in
the sky?
Customer: The sun.
Optician: How much further do you want to
see?

Chuckles
The bloke in our chippy said that the best
way to cook fish is to give it a good slap first.
Sounds like codswallop to me.
A bloke brings his dog into the vet and says,
“Could you please cut my dog’s tail off?”
The vet examines the tail and says,“There is
nothing wrong. Why would you want this
done?”
The man replies, “My mother-in-law is coming
to visit. I don’t want anything in the house to
make her think that she is welcome.”
I’m starting to host meetings at my house
for people with OCD.
I don’t have it myself, but I’m hoping they’ll
take one look and start cleaning.
A little three year old boy is sitting on the
toilet. His mother thinks he has been in
there too long, so she goes in to see what's
up. The little boy is sitting on the toilet
reading a book. But about every 10 seconds
or so he puts the book down, grips onto to
the toilet seat with his left hand and hits
himself on top of the head with his right
hand. His mother says: "Billy, are you all
right? You've been in here for a while…
Billy says: "I'm fine, mummy…i just haven't
had a poo yet."
Mother says: "Ok, you can stay here a few
more minutes. But, Billy, why are you hitting
yourself on the head?"
Billy says: "Works for ketchup."
I like to have at least five practice beers
before I have my actual beer.

Did you know?
The floors in houses used to be just dirt. Only the
wealthy had something other than dirt. Hence the
saying, "Dirt poor." The wealthy had slate floors
that would get slippery in the winter when wet,
so they spread thresh (straw) on floor to help
keep their footing. As the winter wore on, they
added more thresh until, when you opened the
door, it would all start slipping outside. A piece
of wood was placed in the entrance-way. Hence:
a thresh hold.
27Apr 2021
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Useful Contacts
Scarning Parish Council
Breckland Council

Nick Hartley
Lynda Turner
Paul Hewett
William Richmond
George Freeman

01362 687492
07500 818315
07788 381773
07717 868067
01953 600617

ScarningClerk@BTInternet.Com
Lynda.Turner@Breckland.Gov.UK
Paul.Hewett@Breckland.Gov.UK
William.Richmond@Norfolk.Gov.UK
George.Freeman.MP@Parliament.UK

Report Fly tipping
Report Potholes
Report power cut
Report water leak
Report gas leak

01362 696870
0344 800 8020
0800 3163105
0800 771881
0800 111999

Breckland Council
Norfolk County Council
UK Power Networks
Anglian Water
National Grid

Police

101 or 999

Norfolk Constabulary

NHS Direct
N&NU Hospital

111
NHS Direct
01603 286 286 Norfolk & Norwich University Hospital

Community Car Scheme
Village Hall Bookings
Village Hall Secretary
Scarning Allotments
St Peter & St Paul’s Church
Parish Safeguarding Officer
Scarning WI
Scarning Tennis Club
Scarning Art Club
Scarning Bowls Club

Janet Newell
Nick Hartley
Donna Wales
Tim Abel
Tim Farnham
Tricia Foreman
Linda Jones
Clare Jones
Mike Ward
Harry Geary

07827 972163
01362 687492
07514 343708
01362 851116
07831 106246
01362 687082
01362 288742
07889 077396
01362 652 935
07747 601437

Village Website

www.Scarning.Info

Parish Council Website

Norfolk County Council
Member of Parliament

Dereham Town Council
NickLouise.Hartley@BTInternet.Com
D_Wales@Sky.Com
TimAbel.PMN@Gmail.Com
Tim@FarnhamFarms.Co.UK
PForeman4@Sky.Com
Jones.Lynn@Tiscali.Co.UK
ScarningTennisClub@Gmail.Com
Mike@MDEward.Co.UK
HarryGeary65@Gmail.Com
www.ScarningPC.Info

Please let us know of any other contacts which could be included.

Village Events
Each Weds IB The Ch
ippy
17.00-20.00
Sat 1st
Plant & Cake Sale 10
.00-14.00
Sun 2nd
Morning Worship 11
.1
5
Tues 4th
Mobile Libra
10.25 & 16.35
Weds 5th Parish Co ry
uncil
19.30
Sun 9th
Parish Communion 11
.15
Sat 15th
Broadside Pizza 17
.0
0-20.00
Sun 16th Morning
Worship 11.15
Sun 23rd Parish Co
mmunion 11.15
Fri 28th
Last day of term
Sat 29th
Khushee Street Food
17.00-19.30
Sun 30th Songs of
Praise
11.15

Full details of

all events are on Scarn
ing.Info website
Let us know of an ev
ent which should be he
re!

Advertisements published in this newsletter do not
signify endorsement of goods or services.
Publication of articles does not necessarily imply
agreement with the author of the article.
The Editor reserves the right to refuse publication of any
item which, in his judgement, is not suitable for this
newsletter.
27 Apr 2021

Defibrillator Locations
Co-Op
Scarning School
Village Hall

PuZzLeR
3
4
3
1
36

3
5
5
1
75

Times Squared

2
2
4
5
80

4
1
3
5
60

40
72
40
180
25
300

That’s all folks. S� you next monþ!
All Enquiries - 07836 675858
ScarningBeacon@Gmail.Com
www.Scarning.Info

The last submission date for next edition is the 15th of May
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